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EXCHANGES WITH UNIVERSITIES

WITHIN EUROPE

**ERASMUS scholarships**
- **Barcelona** Autonoma, Spain
- **Basel**, Switzerland
- **Budapest**, Hungary
- **Cambridge**, UK (*Japan only*)
- **Cracow**, Poland
- **Ghent**, Belgium
- **SOAS London**, UK
- **Paris** (INALCO, Paris 7), France
- **Prague**, Czech Republic
- **Leiden**, Netherlands
- **Leuven**, Belgium
- **Madrid** Autonoma, Spain
- **Oslo**, Norway
- **Venice** Ca. Foscari, Italy
- **Zurich**, Switzerland

OUTSIDE OF EUROPE

**study without fees**
- **Yale University**, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (3 slots)
- **Kyoto University**, Graduate School of Letters and Graduate School of Economics (5 slots)
  ---DAAD, JASSO scholarships for M.A.
- **Tokyo University**, Graduate School of Public Policy (2 slots, JASSO)
- **Seoul National University**, Graduate School of International Studies (3 slots)
- **National Taiwan University in Taipei** and **Nankai University** in Tianjin (up to 5 slots)
- **Dehli Universities** (ONLY PhD students Erasmus Mundus DAAD Scholarships)
Project Examples

- German Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt, Berlin)
- Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, Jakarta, Indonesia
- NPOs, Bali, Indonesia
- Cultural Organizations etc.

Professor Supervises

You need to convince a professor of the educational merits of your proposed experience.

Be aware that it causes extra work for faculty members so be very well-prepared in order to be persuasive.
APPLICATION DEADLINE 31 JANUARY

What we need!

Your application by January 31
To apply for the exchange, please send the following documents in due time to Ms. Nora Bartels at the Chair of Cultural Economic History:

studentexchange@asia-europe.uni-heidelberg.de

Sent directly by the lecturer:

a. name teacher for letter of recommendation

AND all in one complete pdf-file:

1. letter of motivation, including the reason for choosing the partner university and a ranking of alternative choices and desired duration (1 or 2 semesters), and your career goals

2. CV including extracurricular activities

3. university certificates and transcripts of records

4. proof of English proficiency (TOEFL/IELTS)

5. knowledge of other languages

All application materials have to be in English

MATS Applicants Requirements

1. All MATS students must PASS the Transcultural Studies Introduction Class

2. ALL MATS students must COMPLETE 58 ECTS before leaving Heidelberg for study abroad.

3. All MATS students must OBTAIN 28 ECTS during the study abroad semester

4. In your application identify a potential theme and supervisor for your M.A. thesis in the fourth semester and explain your choice

Applicants by other Departments

Statement of your study advisor that your study abroad program will be recognize by your degree program
Heidelberg JOINT DEGREES: M.A. and Ph.D.

Joint M.A.TS Kyoto

Heidelberg & Kyoto in Two Years
MATS second academic year at Kyoto University, including Master’s thesis

5 DAAD Fellowships
10 months at 1260 euro p.m. with health insurance 875 euro airfare (& KU housing)

Information Session: Friday 24 Nov 2017 at 13:30 in room 212 with Dean Hirata

Double Ph.D. Degrees

Ca. Foscari Venice University, Faculty of Asian and African Studies
5 PhD Fellowships in Asian and Transcultural Studies; 36 months at 1200 euro p.m. plus research and travel allowance
Next round of applications from April 2018

Tohoku University, Graduate School of Law
Up to 3 PhD Fellowships in Area Studies, International History, Law and Politics
Next applications spring 2018 and summer 2018

Tohoku University, Graduate School of Letters
Up to 10 PhD Fellowships in International Japanese Studies, start in Winter 2019

JOINT DOCTORAL SUPERVISION (Co-tutelle with other universities possible)
Workshops for Young Scientists/Students

- **2017 Dec 1**, Hei-Kyo Workshop „Gender and Race“, Heidelberg
- **2018 Feb 9**, Hei-Kyo Workshop „Peace and Conflict“, Heidelberg
- **2018 April 15-21**, HeKKSaGon Spring Schools „Integrating Transcultural Studies“, Kyoto (Application deadline 20 December)
- **2018 May 25-26**, GPTS Workshop „Eurasian Connections“, Heidelberg (Application deadline 15 January)
- **2019 Feb** „Transcultural Cities“ Workshop in Venice
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studentexchangemail@asia-europe.uni-heidelberg.de
ご清聴ありがとうございました

The End